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(54) DEVICE AND METHOD FOR ADJUSTING/REDUCING PRESSURE FOR SERVO CONTROLLED 
BRAKES

(57) An adjusting device to be applied to servo-con-
trolled brakes, including in a body (101) a piston (123)
arranged to slide internally of a volume having an inlet
channel (118), arranged to supply pressurised fluid, and
at least one outlet pipe (122) arranged to transfer said
fluid to at least one "hydroboost" master cylinder. The
volume has a first bore (131) having a section with a first
area (S1), and a second bore (133) having a section with
a second area (S2), and the piston is arranged to slide

inside said volume. The two areas are configured so that
the first area (S1) is greater than the second area (S2)
according to a predetermined ratio that is arranged to
define a predetermined pressure adjustment ratio be-
tween the pressure of the fluid entering through the inlet
channel (118) and the pressure of the fluid exiting through
the at least one outlet pipe (122). The invention also con-
cerns a method for applying predetermined adjustment
ratios to at least one "hydroboost" master cylinder.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a device for and a method of adjusting/reducing pressure to be
applied to servo controlled brakes.
[0002] More particularly, the present invention relates to a device for adjusting/reducing pressure for braking systems
of agricultural vehicles or the like, in which two "hydroboost" servo master cylinders are provided in order to control
braking, even independent, of rear brakes of the vehicle.

Prior Art

[0003] Braking systems for agricultural vehicles or the like, such as earth movers and so on, are commonly known.
[0004] Such braking systems include for instance, besides two pedals and two respective master cylinders containing
pressurised fluid, also balancing circuits, referred to as "pressure-controlled" or "stroke-controlled" circuits depending
on their respective structures, which circuits are arranged to balance braking pressures in both master cylinders when
the pedals are simultaneously operated.
[0005] An example of braking system for agricultural vehicles or the like, with a stroke-controlled balancing, is disclosed
for instance in International publication WO 2009/077190 A2 in the name of the Applicant.
[0006] In general, braking systems for agricultural vehicles are associated, for instance, with hydraulic circuits under
pressure intended to support, besides the braking systems, also a number of services available in the vehicle.
[0007] In accordance with the prior art, the pressure existing in hydroboost master cylinders of servo controlled brakes
can vary, for instance, in a range from 20 to 25 bars, depending on the services being used by the vehicle.
[0008] This gives rise to the problem that the master cylinders, and hence the braking system, are subjected to pressure
variations, or servo pressure variations, which, as time goes by, can damage to the braking system itself.
[0009] Servo controlled braking systems for agricultural vehicles also include a pressure-limiting device, as disclosed
for instance in international publication WO 2012/035498 A2 in the name of the Applicant, where, inter alia, also a
pressure-controlled balancing is disclosed.
[0010] The prior art device does not include any device for adjusting/reducing the servo pressure.
[0011] Generally speaking, the Applicant has noticed that the braking systems in accordance with the prior art fail to
effectively solve the problem of the servo pressure variations in agricultural vehicles or the like.
[0012] The Applicant has also noticed that the braking systems in accordance with the prior art have some problems
when the maximum servo pressure exceeds admissible maximum values.

Description of the Invention

[0013] It is an object of the present invention to solve, in particular, the problem of the servo pressure variations in
agricultural vehicles or the like.
[0014] It is another object of the present invention to solve the problem of the limitation of the maximum servo pressure
while simultaneously solving the problem of the servo pressure variations.
[0015] The above objects are achieved through the device for servo controlled brakes having the features set forth in
the appended claims.
[0016] The present invention also concerns a method of adjusting/reducing pressure for servo controlled brakes
[0017] The claims are integral part of the technical teaching provided herein in respect of the invention.
[0018] The following synthetic description of the invention is given in order to provide a basic understanding of some
aspects of the invention.
[0019] This synthetic description is not an exhaustive description and, as such, it is not intended as being suitable for
identifying key or critical elements of the invention, or for defining the object of the invention. It only aims at setting forth
some concepts of the invention in simplified form, as an anticipation of the detailed description included below.
[0020] In accordance with a feature of a preferred embodiment, the device for adjusting/reducing pressure (adjusting
device) for servo controlled brakes includes a piston arranged to slide inside a volume having two different bores,
arranged to determine a predetermined pressure adjustment/reduction ratio between the pressure of the incoming fluid
and the pressure of the outgoing fluid.
[0021] In accordance with another feature of the present invention, the piston is connected to a preloaded spring
arranged to make a linear sliding of the piston easier.
[0022] In accordance with a further feature of the present invention, the adjusting device is internally equipped with a
safety device arranged to discharge the pressure of the incoming fluid when a predetermined maximum threshold value
is exceeded.
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Brief Description of the Figures

[0023] The above and other features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following
description of a preferred embodiment, made by way of non limiting example with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which elements denoted by a same or similar reference numeral correspond to components having the
same or similar function and construction, and in which:

- Fig. 1 is a plan view of a braking system including two master cylinders; and
- Fig. 2 is vertical sectional view, taken along line B - B in Fig. 1, showing a device for adjusting the servo pressure

integrated with a device for limiting the maximum servo pressure.

Detailed Description of a Preferred Embodiment

[0024] Referring to Fig. 1, there is shown a servo controlled braking system 10, which, in the preferred embodiment,
internally includes, within a single housing or body 101, two "hydroboost" master cylinders and a device 12 (Fig. 1, Fig.
2) for adjusting/reducing servo pressure values (pressure adjusting device).
[0025] A channel 118 for feeding the servo brake, or inlet channel for servo oil, a discharge or outlet channel 119 for
the servo oil and a further channel, for instance for controlling trailer brakes, are formed on a top surface of housing 101.
[0026] Protection casings 24S, 24D are fastened at one end of housing 101, externally thereof, and such casings are
equipped, at a freed end, with fastening means 25S, 25D for fastening brake actuating pedals.
[0027] Adjusting device 12 is connected, in known manner, for instance through one or more pipes 122 of known type,
to suitable hydrodynamic servo chambers for the hydrostatic "hydroboost" master cylinders, in order to provide a servo-
control for the braking.
[0028] In the preferred embodiment, adjusting device 12 (Fig. 2) includes a piston/valve (piston) 123 arranged, for
instance, orthogonally to inlet channel (inlet) 118 and having, for instance, a stem 124 with two gaskets, for instance O-
rings, arranged upstream and downstream of inlet channel 118, respectively (at the left and the right of the inlet channel
in Fig. 2).
[0029] Piston 123 has at a first end, preferably upstream of the inlet channel, a cup 129 for abutment of a spring, and
a first end of an adjustment spring (spring) 130, preferably preloaded in predetermined manner at the assembly, is
mounted on said cup. A second end of piston 123 is configured so as to abut, in known manner, against an abutment
134 formed in body 101 and including, for instance, a cap 120 with an associated gasket 121.
[0030] In the preferred embodiment, a second end of spring 130 abuts against body 101 in correspondence with a
discharge pipe 137 connected to discharge channel 119, and it is arranged to allow a reciprocating linear motion of the
piston.
[0031] In the preferred embodiment, piston 123 is configured so as to be slidable, in use, inside a volume having a
first bore 131 having a cross-section with a first area S1, a groove 132 in proximal position with respect to gasket 128,
and a second bore 133 having a cross-section with a second area S2 in a zone located in correspondence of gasket
127 arranged to provide tightness against the second bore 133.
[0032] Preferably, area S1 of the first bore 131 is greater than area S2 of the second bore 133, and the ratio between
the two areas or surfaces is defined in the design phase so as to determine, as it will be described below, a predetermined
adjustment/reduction ratio of the pressure values upstream/downstream of adjusting device 12.
[0033] The operation of adjusting device 12 is as follows.
[0034] Actuating oil or pressurised fluid coming for instance from a hydraulic pump, for instance associated with an
accumulator, arrives through inlet channel 118. The pressurised fluid passes into the hydrodynamic servo chambers
through bore 131, groove 132 and pipes 122 arranged downstream of inlet channel 118.
[0035] When the pressure value, or the pressure of the incoming fluid, by acting onto the area of bore 133 upstream
of inlet channel 118, generates a force exceeding the predetermined pre-load value of spring 30, piston 123, by sliding,
leaves abutment 134 and moves in the upstream direction, or to the left with reference to Fig. 2, until it intercepts the
first bore 131 by means of gasket 128 and stops the pressure increase downstream of gasket 128.
[0036] A further increase in the pressure incoming through inlet channel 118 will cause an increase in the pressure
on gasket 128 downstream of the inlet channel. Such an increase will be equal to the ratio between the areas of the first
and second bores 131, 133, so that piston 123 is made to move in the downstream direction, or to the right with reference
to Fig. 2. Such a situation is also favoured in that bore 133 is directed towards discharge pipe 137, in which the pressure
approximately corresponds to atmospheric pressure, which forms for instance a setting reference therefor.
[0037] By summarising, the behaviour of the pressure incoming through the inlet channel is arranged to start a recip-
rocating motion of piston 123 inside the volume, thereby selectively opening and closing the hydraulic connection between
inlet channel 118 and outlet pipe (outlet) 122, also thanks to the connection of the piston with the preloaded resilient
member.
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[0038] Through simple mathematical passages, it can be easily demonstrated that the equation of the adjustment/re-
duction ratio of the pressure outgoing through pipes 122 downstream of the adjusting device is: 

where:

S1 is the area of the first bore 131, and
S2 is the area of the second bore 133.

[0039] From the above considerations it ensues that, by suitably dimensioning the ratio between the areas of the first
bore 131 and the second bore 133, it is possible to adjust the behaviour of the outlet servo pressure as the inlet pressure
varies.
[0040] Moreover, by suitably dimensioning the ratio between the areas of the first bore 131 and the second bore 133,
it is also possible to reduce the variations of the outlet pressure relative to the variations of the inlet pressure.
[0041] Experimentally, the Applicant has noticed that a reduction of the variations of the outlet pressure in the range,
for instance, of 10 to 20% with respect to the variations of the inlet pressure, may be considered as preferable.
[0042] A reduction of the variations of the outlet pressure for instance by about 15% with respect to the variations of
the inlet pressure, may be considered still more preferable.
[0043] The possibility of reducing the variations of the pressure incoming through channel 118 is particularly useful if
adjusting device 12, in accordance with the present invention, is applied to servo controlled braking systems 10 including,
for each master cylinder, a pre-filling device arranged, as known, to predispose the braking system to braking, by
supplying the brakes, through the master cylinder, previously to the actual braking, with a pre-filling pressure having a
predetermined value, usually a medium/low pressure value.
[0044] For instance, if the variations of the pressure incoming through channel 118 lie within a range of 5 bars, the
variations of the pressure outgoing through pipes 122 may lie, in the conditions considered as more preferable, within
a range of 0.75 bars. Those variations are such as to ensure, as experimentally noticed by the Applicant, an effective
recovery of pressure drops in the braking system due for instance to losses in the same system, for instance downstream
of pipes 122, and a more homogeneous operation of the pre-filling device.
[0045] The optimal values of reduction of the pressure variations proposed herein are suggested since the Applicant
has also experimentally noticed that reductions of the pressure variations lower than 10% may be such that they do not
allow an effective recovery of pressure drops, if any, in the braking system due for instance, as indicated before, to
losses in the same system downstream of pipes 122.
[0046] In accordance with the preferred embodiment, adjusting device 12 is also associated with a pressure limiting
device (safety device) 14 arranged to limit the pressure outgoing through pipes 122 in case the pressure of the fluid
downstream of feeding channel 118 exceeds a predetermined maximum value.
[0047] In accordance with the example shown in Fig. 2, safety device 14 is substantially provided inside adjusting
device 12, and it includes a pipe 136, formed inside piston 123 and fluidically communicating with the pressurised fluid
downstream of feeding channel 118.
[0048] In accordance with the example, safety device 14 further includes, inside piston 123, in the left portion thereof
referring to Fig. 2, a ball 125 cooperating with a spring (safety spring) 126, retained by cup 129.
[0049] Preferably, safety spring 126 is preloaded so as to form a non-return valve with a predefined load, determined
by the preload.
[0050] Lastly, safety device 14 includes a shoulder 135, for instance a ring-shaped shoulder, formed externally of
piston 123 and arranged to abut against body 101 of braking system 10 in case the fluid downstream of feeding channel
118, in pipe(s) 122, attains the maximum servo pressure.
[0051] The operation of safety valve 14 is as follows.
[0052] In a first step, upon attainment of the predetermined maximum value of the pressure of the fluid downstream
of inlet channel 118, piston 123 definitively overcomes the load of adjustment spring 130 and comes into abutment
against body 101 through shoulder 135.
[0053] Then, through pipe 136, once the load of safety spring 126 cooperating with ball 125 has been overcome, the
pressure increase is stopped when the predetermined maximum threshold value is exceeded, and the excess fluid is
discharged through discharge pipe 137 and discharge channel 119.
[0054] The safety function accomplished by safety valve 14 is intended to avoid breakages, caused by fluid overpres-
sures, inside the hydroboost servo cylinders, when the fluid undergoes strong temperature increases and consequently
strong volume increases while being not used by the brakes, this being a situation typical of a standing vehicle where
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the engine is running in order to actuate operating machines, such as water-scooping machines and so on.
[0055] By summarising, the temperature increases can give rise to increases in the volume (and hence in the pressure)
of the fluid in pipe(s) 122 and, consequently, can give rise to failures in braking system 10, which failures can only be
prevented by a safety valve, such as for instance the valve described herein.
[0056] The invention has been described with reference to braking systems including two master cylinders, but, as it
can be easily understood, it can also be applied to servo controlled braking systems for agricultural vehicles or the like
including a single servo cylinder with an associated master cylinder.
[0057] Of course, obvious changes and/or modifications to the above description in respect of the shape, the compo-
nents and the connections, as well as in respect of the details of the illustrated construction and the operating manner,
are possible without departing from the scope of the invention as defined in the following claims.

Claims

1. A pressure adjustment/reduction device having an inlet connected to a channel (118) for supplying servo oil for a
braking system (10), and arranged to provide at its outlet an adjusted/reduced pressure to be supplied to servo
chambers of master cylinders of servo controlled brakes, said device including, within a body (101):

- a piston (123) arranged to slide internally of a volume of which an inlet is said inlet channel (118) arranged to
supply pressurised fluid, and an outlet is at least one outlet pipe (122) arranged to transfer said fluid to said
servo chambers;

the device being characterised in that said volume comprises:

- a first bore (131) having a section with a first area (S1) where, in use, said piston is arranged to slide;
- a second bore (133) having a section with a second area (S2) where, in use, said piston is arranged to sealingly
slide;

said first area (S1) being greater than said second area (S2) according to a predetermined ratio that is arranged to
define a predetermined pressure reduction ratio between the pressure of the fluid incoming through said inlet channel
(118) and the pressure of the fluid exiting through said at least one outlet pipe (122).

2. The pressure adjustment/reduction device according to claim 1, wherein:

- said first bore (131) is connected, in rest position, to said inlet channel (118) and to said at least one outlet
pipe (122), and includes a groove (132) which is arranged to be sealingly engaged in use, depending on the
fluid pressure in the inlet channel (118), by said piston (123) through a suitable gasket (128) of said piston (123),
said piston (123) sliding from the rest position to a position in which said gasket intercepts said groove, so as
to separate said inlet channel (118) from said at least one outlet pipe (122) and to close the hydraulic connection
between the inlet channel (118) and the at least one outlet pipe (122).

3. The pressure adjustment/reduction device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein:

- said piston (123) is connected, inside said second bore (133), to a preloaded spring (130) arranged to rest on
said body (101) so as to resiliently act on said piston for facilitating a linear sliding of said piston (123) inside
said volume.

4. The pressure adjustment/reduction device according to any one of claims 1 to 3, further including, inside said
pressure adjustment/reduction device (12), a safety device (14) including:

- a non-return valve (125, 126) arranged to discharge the fluid, through a discharge pipe (137) provided inside
said body (101), when a predefined maximum threshold value of the fluid pressure is exceeded inside said at
least one outlet pipe (122).

5. The pressure adjustment/reduction device according to claim 4, wherein said safety device (14) includes:

- a pipe (136) formed inside said piston (123), and fluidically communicating with the pressurised fluid present
inside said at least one outlet pipe (122);
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and wherein said non-return valve includes:

- a ball (125) cooperating with a safety spring (126) and arranged to discharge, through the discharge pipe
(137), the pressurised fluid present inside said at least one outlet pipe (122) when the predefined maximum
threshold value is exceeded.

6. The pressure adjustment/reduction device according to any one of claims 4 to 5, wherein said piston (123) includes:

- a shoulder (135) arranged to abut against the body (101) when the predefined maximum threshold value of
the fluid pressure is attained.

7. A method for applying, to at least one "hydroboost" master cylinder, predetermined pressure adjustment/reduction
ratios between first pressure values applied to an inlet (118) arranged to supply pressurised servo oil, and second
pressure values applied to an outlet (122) arranged to provide an adjusted/reduced outlet pressure to be supplied
to at least one servo chamber of a master cylinder of servo controlled brakes, said method including the provision,
between said inlet (118) and said outlet (122), of a volume including a first bore (131) having a section with a first
area (S1) and a second bore (133) having a section with a second area (S2), said first area (S1) being greater than
said second area (S2) according to a predetermined ratio;
the method including the steps of:

- making a piston (123) slide inside said volume depending on the pressure value at the inlet of said volume;
- applying pressure value variations to the outlet of said volume on the basis of the difference between the first
area (S1) and the second area (S2), by selectively opening and closing the hydraulic connection between said
inlet (118) and said outlet (122).

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein said step of making said piston slide includes the step of:

- actuating a reciprocating motion of the piston (123) inside said volume through a connection of said piston to
a preloaded resilient element (130).

9. The method according to any one of claims 7 to 8, including the further step of:

- discharging the fluid from said volume when a predefined maximum threshold value of the fluid pressure inside
said outlet (122) is exceeded.
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